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1. Problems to be discussed.

If there exist dominance relations among genes of an inherited
character, a genotype of an individual cannot necessarily be deter-
mined uniquely rom its phenotype alone. In act, an individual
representing a dominant character may be homozygotic as well as
he,terozygotic. A clue of deciding its genotype is to examine the
characters of its descendants.

For instance, in case of the ABO blood type, ff an individual
of homozygote AA is accompanied by a spouse O, then any child is
necessarily of the type A(-----AO), while if an individual of hereto-
zygote AO is accompanied by a spouse O, then its child is either
of A(=AO) or O. Hence, if an individual of phenotype A accom-
panied by a spouse O produces at least one child O, then it is
decide4 to be of the heterozygote AO. But, even when an individual
of phenotype A accompanied by O produces merely the children of
type A, it is of course yet impossible to decide its genotype as the
homozygote AA. However, in the latter case, it will be expected
that the more the children A increase, the more probable the in-
dividual is to be of AA.

Similar circumstances will also arise without reference to the
type of a spouse of an individual. For instance, if an individual is
of homozygote AA, then its child cannot have the type O or B,
while if an individual is of heterozygote AO, then its child can have
the type O or B providecl its spouse is of a type containing the
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